Creating a Prayer Practice

Beginning Prayer:
1. Once in your prayer place, intentionally place yourself in the presence of God. Take a few deep breaths.
2. As you breathe in and out slowly, remind yourself that you are never alone, and that God is with you right now.

Name the grace you seek:
1. St. Ignatius invites us to name the grace we seek at the start of every prayer period. After placing yourself in the presence of God, simply go to God with the question...what is the grace I seek?
3. God as I begin, I seek the grace of _____.

Review of daily prayer:
1. At the end of your prayer time, St. Ignatius also invites us to do a review of prayer. This simply involves a look back over the minutes spent in prayer with the question: What happened here?
2. It might be helpful to purchase a spiritual journal where you can jot down what you noticed in prayer. Perhaps you might write the word or phrase from scripture that caught your heart. Maybe you jot down a memory or image that God stirred in prayer. You might note the feelings that rose within you as you prayed. Did you feel hopeful? Sad? Frightened? Afraid?

Weekly Review of Prayer:
1. As you continue to lean into your intentional prayer time, you may also find it helpful to do a weekly review of prayer. This is similar to the daily review of prayer; the only difference is looking back over your daily notes of prayer to jot down what has happened in this week’s prayer time. The practice of reviewing your prayer is a beautiful tool to help us discern the movement of God within our hearts and also within our lives.
2. The art of looking backwards and reviewing our prayer actually helps us continue our forward movement and growth in God.